
Powered by Cosmos to deliver curriculum to district partners, schools, and teachers in 

a format that matches the way people consume information today. 

E 
mpowering Writers was looking for a way to increase teacher engagement 

while improving their understanding of the Empowering Writers approach 

to writing instruction. At the time, teacher resources were in a variety of 

formats (on demand video, print resources, student content) which teachers had 

to weave together for use in the classroom. 

 

While the content was effective, many teachers were not taking the time to ac-

cess the resources that districts had invested in. Cosmos provided the solution 

that brought their coaching video library, print resources, and direct student con-

tent into one seamless location. 

The feedback has been tremendous! Teachers love the user interface and having everything they need 

to teach a lesson all in central place. The lessons are more engaging and impactful through video and 

PowerPoint presentations. Today, Empowering Writers is planning new and exciting student content for 

the future and the Cosmos team is thrilled to be their strategic partner each step of the way.  

Delivering e-learning programs to school districts throughout the United States. 

H ealth World is a non-profit dedicated to supporting and promoting com-
prehensive health and safety education. They use the Cosmos platform to 
onboard new clients and manage how their content library is delivered to 

districts, classrooms, and educators. 
 
The features offered by the Cosmos platform, make it easy for teachers to adopt 

Health World programs into their classrooms. In particular, the ability to inte-

grate health programs into existing learning management systems (LMSs) has 

made teaching easier, as there is one less username and password for the teach-

er to remember. 

The Cosmos platform was selected without a hint of skepticism or doubt. 

I 
n 1998, Singapore Math Inc. set out to provide teachers with excellent math materials at an afforda-

ble price. The expansion of their digital suite of resources was a natural step to forward that mission 

and continue to meet the curriculum needs of teachers and students. 

Cosmos provides Singapore Math Inc. with a 

digital solution that is easy to access, intuitive, 

affordable, and enhances the classroom  

environment. After exploring myriad options for 

digital distribution, Singapore Math Inc. chose 

to collaborate with Cosmos due to their profes-

sional team and innovative platform. 
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